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Now in red! Are you tired of losing track of the user names and passwords you create every time

you visit a new website? Now you can keep important website addresses, user names, and

passwords in one convenient place with this logbook!This time- and headache-saving little organizer

contains 144 pages, including tabbed alphabetical pages with room for website addresses, user

names, passwords, and additional notes.Spiral binding allows pages to lie flat for ease of use.Handy

elastic band closureAdditional pages in the back allow you to record home network configurations,

software license numbers, other notes.Removable label, discreet cover design4-1/4'' wide x 5-3/4''

high
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Technology > Internet & Social Media

Just what I needed. I was using a little notebook but it was impossible to find what I needed as it

wasn't organized. This notebook is alphabetical, with a spiral binding inside so you can mostly lay it

flat and tabs to find what you need more quickly. The cover is plain, so it sort of passes as "not a

password book" unless someone opens it to see the front matter. There's only one line for the

password, so if you have to change passwords often it's not good, the paper will hold up to some

erasing but not a lot. There's 3 sections per page and 10 pages per 2 letters for the smaller size (as

it says in the answered questions) so there's no issue with running out of space, though sections

like ST are much fuller than YZ.

When I bought this for my husband, I didn't have a lot of hope for him using it, but I have been

pleasantly surprised. This little book has made both of our lives better. Hubby used to keep some of



his log on information on scraps of paper in his wallet. He would then need to dig through all of

those pieces when he needed to sign on to a web page. He wasn't entirely pleasant to be around

during the excavations.This book is small enough to leave near the computer. It has the right

amount of space to enter information for web sites as well as sections for useful information and

home network settings. There are tab selectors for A-Z to find correct pages. It is a simple solution

well executed.

I had purchased the "password vault" before buying this, and straight out of the gate I had issues

with the "vault". I sent it back and they were gracious in sending me another one, but I don't trust it,

it has too many bugs that need to be worked on, so I purchase this as a back up, and am happy I

did! I really like it, it has room for everything, it is small enough to fit in my purse, or to hide. I like the

stretch band that helps it to remain closed. I should have purchased this first. I will enter info with

pencil so if/when I need to change passwords, there will be no issue or running out of space.

Small enough that I can have it right next to my keyboard. I love the A-Z indexing as it makes it easy

to find my passwords. It also has a red elastic band that I can keep the book closed and take with

me. Good quality, a lot of extra pages to add web sites and passwords - wonderful!

The Personal Internet Address & Password book is just the thing to keep all those passwords in. I

couldn't find this book so I have ordered another style. I didn't like it. When I found this book, I

ordered two for the future. I do recommend this book!

Sturdy, great format, spiraled so it will hold up- I've had bound/glued ones and they break down

over time.The only thing I'm not fond of is the material on the outside- if your hands are slightly

moist it shows and gets shiny.

Man this product is by far the best thing to have when you have so many things to remember from

passwords to email address etc. The only thing is if you loose it, then that would be a nightmare. I

would suggest writing out hints that you are familiar with in case it is lost

I love this book. It was a need that was waiting to be met.
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